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TRANSLATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

The Heart in COVID-19
Primary Target or Secondary Bystander?
Peter Libby, MD

SUMMARY
In the throes of the current coronavirus disease-2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, interest has burgeoned in the cardiovascular
complications of this virulent viral infection. As troponin, a biomarker of cardiac injury, often rises in hospitalized patients,
its interpretation and actionability require careful consideration. Fulminant myocarditis due to direct viral infection can
certainly occur, but in patients with increased oxygen demands due to tachycardia and fever and reduced oxygen delivery
due to hypotension and hypoxemia, COVID-19 disease can cause myocardial injury indirectly. Cytokines released during
the acute infection can elicit activation of cells within pre-existing atherosclerotic lesions, augmenting thrombotic risk
and risk of ischemic syndromes. Moreover, microvascular activation by cytokines can cause not only myocardial injury but
can also harm other organ systems commonly involved in COVID-19 infections including the kidneys. Dealing with the
immense challenge of COVID-19, confronted with severely ill patients in dire straits with virtually no rigorous evidence
base to guide our therapy, we must call on our clinical skills and judgment. These touchstones can help guide us in
selecting patients who might beneﬁt from the advanced imaging and invasive procedures that present enormous
logistical challenges in the current context. Lacking a robust evidence base, pathophysiologic reasoning can help guide
our choices of therapy for individual clinical scenarios. We must exercise caution and extreme humility, as often plausible
interventions fail when tested rigorously. But act today we must, and understanding the multiplicity of mechanisms of
myocardial injury in COVID-19 infection will help us meet our mission unsupported by the comfort of strong data.
(J Am Coll Cardiol Basic Trans Science 2020;5:537–42) © 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier on
behalf of the American College of Cardiology Foundation. This is an open access article under the CC BYNC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)..
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F I G U R E 1 Hypothetical Spectrum of Myocardial Involvement in COVID-19

considerably in these different scenarios, an issue of
great import in acute care facilities stretched to or
beyond their limits during a pandemic with a readily
contagious and virulent infectious agent such as
COVID-19. Considering the pathophysiologic paths to
cardiac injury can inform judgment regarding the
necessity of transport of severely ill patients and the
performance-invasive procedures.
A panel convened by the National Heart, Lung, and
Blood Institute in 1997 considered the roles of infectious agents in cardiovascular disease. The summary
report of this panel explicitly considered systemic
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F I G U R E 2 Inﬂammatory Infectious Processes Can Produce Systemic Effects That Can Promote Atherothrombotic Events and Myocardial Ischemia

This diagram depicts how inﬂammatory infectious processes in remote locations including the lungs can produce systemic effects that can promote atherothrombotic
events and myocardial ischemia and also evoke “echoes” within the plaque itself that can predispose toward plaque disruption or acute progression of the disease.
Reproduced with permission from Libby et al. (5).

expression that renders lesions more thrombogenic.
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F I G U R E 3 Physiologic Changes Associated With Acute Infection Affect Adversely Oxygen Supply and Demand

This ﬁgure depicts how physiologic changes associated with infection can tip the balance between myocardial oxygen supply and demand to
favor myocardial ischemia. See the text for details. Adapted with permission from Libby et al. (5).
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MULTIPLE MECHANISMS MAY CONTRIBUTE
TO CARDIAC COMPLICATIONS OF COVID-19
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F I G U R E 4 Infection Has Multiple Effects That May Impinge on the Cardiovascular System and Provoke Events

In addition to the aspects detailed in Figures 1 to 3, infection may predispose toward thrombosis and reduced ﬁbrinolysis as explained in the
text. The consequences of infection may also alter the function of macro- or microvascular endothelium and thus contribute to cardiovascular
complications of coronavirus disease-2019. Reproduced with permission from Libby et al. (5).

myocarditis. Thus, many of our patients may fall into
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result from coronary artery disease requiring invasive
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